HAWAII SNCO ACADEMY UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

The following guidance is provided for Marines attending the Sergeants Course:

1. Uniform of the day is typically the woodland MARPAT utility uniform with sleeves rolled or the Service “C” uniform with ribbons.
2. Students will receive personnel inspections in all uniform items for serviceability and fit.
3. Physical training (PT) is conducted in standard green on green and combat conditioning is conducted in seasonal MARPAT trousers and PT shirt.
4. Students will attend a Mess Night (Blue Dress "A" is required).
5. Ensure you have the appropriate seasonal service uniform on hand for graduation and class photos.
6. Field training is conducted and use of a helmet, flak jacket and magazine pouches are required. Refer to Command Screening Checklist.
7. Uniform policies vary by location; contact your Academy for clarification. (808) 257-2560/1338. DSN: 457
8. Occasionally, the courses conduct training in civilian attire. In accordance with paragraph 1005.7.d. of MCO P1020.34 (web), students should bring at least one set of "appropriate civilian attire." Refer to paragraph 1 of MCO P1020.34.
9. Computer assets vary by local academy, students are highly encouraged to bring a laptop and a government-procured USB external hard drive with Guardian Edge Removable Device version 3.1 software pre-installed. USB flash drives (thumb-drives) are no longer authorized on NMCI networks.
10. All students are required to have an olive drab issued canteen and yellow reflective belt with silver band and black clip for wear during PT.
11. All students must have green nylon PT shorts (no spandex), and white PT socks without logos.
12. All students are required to bring serviceable olive drab P.T. shirts for wear during P.T. No unit logos authorized.